
Electronic structure is a basic building block for the theoretical calculation of 

material properties. From the known atomic structure, one may first calculate 

electronic structure, followed by calculation of material properties such as magnetic 

moments, conductivity absorption spectrum etc... The calculations may then be 

compared with experimental results. 

Introduction 

We found the most time consuming parts of the code to be the construction of the Σ 

and  χ  matrix elements.   

 

On Titan, at the ORNL Leadership Computing Facility, these two sub-calculations 

consume approximately 40% of the total running time using the benchmark α-Ce 

calculation making them good candidates for GPU acceleration. 

GPU Implementation Phase II 

Code block         is a simple matrix multiplication which was implemented using a cuBlas library function call. 

GPU Accelerated Code Structure 

In order to avoid this, we need to use a separate GPU thread per X element calculation allowing each  

update of the X elements to remain in local GPU registers. The results only need to be written to 

global memory at the end of the calculation. 

 

The electronic structure can be understood as an eigenvalue problem. One of the 

main challenges in electronic structure theory is how to calculate the electron 

self-energy matrix Σ, a part of the matrix to find eigenvalues. 

 

The GW approximation is the first order expansion of self-energy in the screened 

Coulomb interaction for the excited state properties of itinerant electrons in 

weakly correlated materials.    

 

DMFT(Dynamic Mean Field Theory) is a method used for correlated electrons in 

the materials. Within this theory, electrons in the correlated orbitals fluctuate 

among different configurations while the remaining states are replaced by an 

electron reservoir.  

 

By combining these two approaches, the GW+DMFT method has the potential to 

predict electronic properties of strongly correlated materials accurately, where 

itinerant, as well as, correlated states play important roles.  The implementation 

that was optimized is found in the DMFT-MatDeLab suite of codes for strongly 

correlated materials which was selected for a 2016 INCITE Award of 85M hours 

on the LCF, Titan. 
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X,M,G are complex double arrays. P is a real double array.  

In the case of the α-Ce test run, NA, NB=300, NP=479, Ne, Ng range from [1-7] and Ng, Nh range from [1-13].  

Code Structure of χ and Σ Matrix Construction  

 χ and Σ  share a similar pattern of calculation  

Fortran Pseudo Code 

Do c=1, NA 

Enddo 

 Do ii=1, NP 

    Do a=1, NA  

         Do g=1, Ng[c,a] 

             Do h=1, Nh[c,a,e] 

                 jj=j[g,h] 

                 P[ii,jj]=P[ii,jj]+y[a,ii]*M[jj,a,c] 

          Enddo 

        Enddo 

   Enddo 

Enddo 

C 

cublasZgemm() 

Do a=1, NA 

   Do b=1, NB 

        Do ii=1, NP 

            y[a,ii]=y[a,ii]+x[b,ii]*F[a,b] 

         Enddo 

      Enddo 

Enddo 

This modification resulted in a speedup of the χ calculation by a factor of 8. 

Difficulties of directly parallelizing outer loops of code block A and C : 

Each pass to the inner most loop is updating an X/P element in an irregular pattern with writes to non-
sequential memory locations resulting in non-optimal data access.   

ii=i[e,f]  

x[b,ii]=x[b,ii]+M[ii,b,d]*G[c,d] 

Non Optimal data 
access 

This is made possible by index pattern sorting. The loop index pattern for the calculation of X is 
repeated NA (300) times, and similarly, the loop pattern for calculating P is repeated NP (479) times. 
A single pass is required to collect these index patterns, sort them, and rearrange the calculation so 
that all indexes needed to calculate each X[b,ii] element are grouped together. 

struct   idx {  int d, b, ii ; } 
idx  ind_tb[ ] ; 
 
for (d=0; a<NA ; d++ ) 
   for (b=0;b<NB; b++)  
     for (e=0;e<Ne[d, b] ;e++) 
         for(f=0;<Nf[d,b,e]; f++) { 
           ind_tb[k].ii=i[e,f] ; 
           ind_tb[k].d=d ; 
           ind_tb[k].b=b ; 
           NX[ii+b*NP]++ ; 
           k++ ; 
  } 

compare ( void *x, void  *y) 
{ return ((x->b*NP +x->ii ) –y->b*NP+y->ii) } 
 
qsort (idx _tb, NK, sizeof(idx),  compare ) 

b=0,ii=0,d=d0, 
b=0,ii=0,d=d1, 
… 
b=0,ii=1,d=d0 
b=0,ii=1,d=d1 , 
… 
 
b=b,ii=ii,d=d0, 
b=b,ii=ii,d=d1, 
… 
 
… 
 

Needed to 
calculate X[b,ii] 

Entry[ii+b*NP]=Entry[ii+b*NP-1]+NX[ii+b*NP-1] 

Entry[0]=0 

Index table after sorting: 

for (k=entry[b*NP+ii], k<entry[b*NP+ii +1] ); k++) { 
     d=ind_tb[k]->d ;  
     X[b,ii]+= M[ii,b,d]*G[c,d]); 
} 

Each  GPU  
Thread: 

Test Results on Titan: 

 The code was run on Titan using 768 MPI 

processes and 48 GPUs. 

 

 Timings were conducted on the full code as well 

as on the χ and Σ calculations. 

 

 Running time for the χ calculation was reduced 

from 650s to 25s. A speedup of 26x. 

 

 Running time for the Σ calculation was reduced 

from 112s to 64s. A speedup of 1.75x. 

 

 Running time for the full code was reduced from 

1948s to 1332s. A speedup of 1.46x. 

GPU vs CPU Speedup 

GW calculation can be viewed as iterations illustrated in the diagram. 
χ  is the Polarizability,  G is electron Greens function,  Σ is the electron self-energy. 
FFT is used for deconvolution. 

GPU Implementation Phase I 
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= 
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R and τ are parallelized with MPI with each rank calculating P[i,j] for a fixed set of R and τ. 

Do a=1, NA 

   Do b=1, NB 

        Do ii=1, NP 

            y[a,ii]=y[a,ii]+x[b,ii]*F[a,b] 

         Enddo 

      Enddo 

Enddo 

B 
       Do d=1, NB 

              Do b=1, NB 

                    Do e=1, Ne[b,d] 

                          Do f=1, Nf[b,d,e] 

                                 ii=i[e,f] 

                                 x[b,ii]=x[b,ii]+M[ii,b,d]*G[c,d] 

                           Enddo 

                     Enddo 

              Enddo 
       Enddo 

A 

Index pattern collection: Index pattern sorting: 
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DMFT-MatDeLab GPU Optimization (GW 
Calculation) 

 α-ce 

CPU only

GPU with cuBLAS and loop
optimization

Code was run on LCF Titan. Each node is comprised of a 16-core AMD Opteron 6274 CPU with 32 GB of DDR3 ECC 

memory and an Nvidia Tesla K20X GPU . We used 16 MPI ranks on each node. 

For GPU acceleration, these 16 CPU MPI ranks share the single GPU 


